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Abstract. The Suomi National Polar-Orbiting Partnership (S-NPP) satel-4
lite, launched in late 2011, carries the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer5
Suite (VIIRS) and several other instruments. VIIRS has similar character-6
istics to prior satellite sensors used for aerosol optical depth (AOD) retrieval,7
allowing the continuation of space-based aerosol data records. The Deep Blue8
algorithm has previously been applied to retrieve AOD from Sea-viewing Wide9
Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS) and Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectro-10
radiometer (MODIS) measurements over land. The SeaWiFS Deep Blue data11
set also included a SeaWiFS Ocean Aerosol Retrieval (SOAR) algorithm to12
cover water surfaces. As part of NASA’s VIIRS data processing, Deep Blue13
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is being applied to VIIRS data over land, and SOAR has been adapted from14
SeaWiFS to VIIRS for use over water surfaces. This study describes SOAR15
as applied in version 1 of NASA’s S-NPP VIIRS Deep Blue data product suite.16
Several advances have been made since the SeaWiFS application, as well as17
changes to make use of the broader spectral range of VIIRS. A preliminary18
validation against Maritime Aerosol Network (MAN) measurements suggests19
a typical uncertainty on retrieved 550 nm AOD of order ±(0.03+10 %), com-20
parable to existing SeaWiFS/MODIS aerosol data products. Retrieved A˚ngstro¨m21
exponent and fine mode AOD fraction are also well-correlated with MAN22
data, with small biases and uncertainty similar to or better than SeaWiFS/MODIS23
products.24
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1. Introduction
The Suomi National Polar-Orbiting Partnership (S-NPP) satellite was launched in late25
2011, carrying a complement of five instruments for monitoring the Earth from space.26
S-NPP is a precursor to a series of operational satellites to be launched by the USA as27
part of its Joint Polar Satellite System (JPSS), the first of which is expected to launch28
in November 2017. The instruments aboard S-NPP and the JPSS satellites have been29
designed to be able to continue the types of observations made by the earlier Defence Me-30
teorological Satellite Program (DMSP) and Earth Observing System (EOS) platforms; one31
of these instruments is the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS; Cao et al.,32
2013, 2014), which draws from the heritage of instruments such as the Advanced Very33
High Resolution Radiometers (AVHRR), Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaW-34
iFS), and Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometers (MODIS). These DMSP and35
EOS instruments have been used widely for a broad variety of Earth science applications,36
including the study of tropospheric aerosols. Aerosol data products from these sensors37
have been created using a number of algorithms over both land (e.g. Hsu et al., 2004,38
Levy et al., 2007, Lyapustin et al., 2011) and water (e.g. Stowe et al., 1997, Tanre´ et al.,39
1997, Mishchenko et al., 1999, Ahmad et al., 2010, Sayer et al., 2012a) surfaces, and have40
been largely (although not exclusively) generated by or with the support of the USA’s41
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). These data products have their42
individual strength and weaknesses, due to differences in e.g. available spectral bands,43
spatial information, and calibration quality (e.g. Li et al., 2009, Kahn et al., 2011, Sayer44
et al., 2014b), as well as the inherent limitations in information content available from45
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passive single-view imagers compared to more advances sensor types (e.g. Hasekamp and46
Landgraf , 2007).47
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) generate a number48
of S-NPP data products in near real-time to support their operational needs, including49
aerosol optical depth (AOD, often denoted τ) over oceans and dark land surfaces from50
VIIRS (Jackson et al., 2013). However, these products, while drawing on EOS-era ex-51
pertise and producing AOD data with similar quality (Liu et al., 2014, Huang et al.,52
2016), use different algorithms (hence have different contextual biases) and operate in53
forward-processing mode only. Thus as algorithm or calibration updates are made, dis-54
continuities arise in the data records as data are not reprocessed retrospectively to provide55
a self-consistent time series. Additionally, there is no equivalent to the NASA Deep Blue56
(DB) AOD retrieval algorithm providing coverage over deserts (Hsu et al., 2004) in the57
NOAA VIIRS data products at the present time. Thus EOS-era NASA data records are58
being extended through adaptation for VIIRS, as the older sensors are well past their59
design lives. By applying similar algorithms to EOS-era and newer sensors, with periodic60
reprocessing as algorithm and calibration improvements become available, the goal is to61
provide continuity from the EOS to JPSS eras and facilitate the creation of long-term62
multi-sensor climate data records (CDRs).63
The DB algorithm was developed initially (Hsu et al., 2004) to fill in data gaps over64
bright land surfaces (e.g. deserts) in the Dark Target (DT) AOD algorithm. These gaps are65
important because deserts are important sources of aerosols such as wind-blown mineral66
dust (e.g. Koren et al., 2006, Ginoux et al., 2010). DB was included in routine MODIS67
data processing beginning in Collection 5 (C5); in the following MODIS Collection 6 (C6)68
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and for the present Collection 6.1 (C6.1), the DB algorithm was expanded to include69
darker (vegetated) land surfaces as well as bright ones (Hsu et al., 2013), and retrieved70
AOD also become more accurate and precise, and its error characteristics more well-71
quantified (Sayer et al., 2013, 2015b). This enhanced DB algorithm was also applied to72
the SeaWiFS record (Sayer et al., 2012b, Hsu et al., 2013). Additionally, in the SeaWiFS73
DB data product, a SeaWiFS ocean aerosol retrieval (SOAR) algorithm was developed as74
a complement to the DB over-land data (Sayer et al., 2012a). Note that SOAR and DB75
are separate, distinct algorithms. MODIS already had a separate over-water algorithm76
(Tanre´ et al., 1997, Levy et al., 2013) distinct from both the DB and Dark Target (DT)77
land algorithms, developed by a separate algorithm team from SOAR, and so SOAR was78
not applied to MODIS in C6 or C6.1.79
The latest C6.1 DB over-land algorithms have been adapted to work on VIIRS, and to80
complement them, SOAR has also been extended to take advantage of VIIRS’ capabili-81
ties and other advances since the SeaWiFS application. DB and SOAR were also recently82
applied to AVHRR measurements, incorporating some of these updates (Hsu et al., 2017,83
Sayer et al., 2017b). Because of this, the acronym SOAR is now taken more generically as84
‘Satellite Ocean Aerosol Retrieval’. SOAR and DB for VIIRS will together be processed85
routinely by the NASA Atmospheres Science Investigator-Led Processing System (SIPS)86
at the University of Wisconsin, and be made available freely at the NASA Level 1 and At-87
mosphere Archive and Distribution System (LAADS; https://ladsweb.nascom.nasa.gov)88
as the ‘VIIRS Deep Blue’ data set. Further information is also available at the Deep Blue89
project webpage, https://deepblue.gsfc.nasa.gov.90
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This study describes the adaptation of SOAR for application to VIIRS measurements as91
provided in Version 1 of the VIIRS Deep Blue data product, expected to be released by the92
end of 2017, and presents some initial validation. As future algorithm or calibration ver-93
sions become available, the whole VIIRS mission will be reprocessed periodically to ensure94
that the data remain self-consistent through time. Section 2 describes relevant charac-95
teristics of the VIIRS instrument and its similarities and differences from EOS sensors.96
Section 3 provides a summary of the SOAR algorithm with a focus on differences from97
the SeaWiFS application. In Section 4 a preliminary validation of the algorithm against98
Maritime Aerosol Network (MAN) observations is provided, as well as a self-consistency99
analysis using data from consecutive overlapping VIIRS orbits and comparison against100
NOAA VIIRS AOD. A fuller validation against Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET)101
coastal/island sites, and comparison to other satellite AOD products, will be presented in102
a forthcoming study. Finally, Section 5 provides a summary and details expected further103
developments.104
2. Relevant features of the VIIRS sensor
Like AVHRR, MODIS, and SeaWiFS (among others), VIIRS is a multispectral pas-105
sive broad-swath single-viewing spaceborne imaging radiometer. It records data in 22106
moderate-resolution bands (M-bands) across the visible and thermal infrared spectral re-107
gions with a nominal pixel size of 750 m at the center of the swath; the bands are similar108
to those on MODIS and/or SeaWiFS (Table 1). Note however that some of the MODIS109
bands designed for ocean color applications saturate at radiances found over land or cloudy110
scenes; the SeaWiFS and VIIRS bands do not saturate in most cases (aside from very111
strong Sun glint).112
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The instrument additionally has 5 imagery-resolution bands (I-bands) with a nominal113
pixel size of 375 m and band centers close to some M-band positions, and a Day-Night114
Band (DNB) which is a greatly enhanced follow-on to the previous DMSP Operational115
Line Scanner (OLS) sensor for imaging the Earth with high sensitivity during both day116
and night (Lee et al., 2006). Neither the I-bands nor DNB are used in the present DB or117
SOAR algorithms so will not be discussed further.118
VIIRS has an across-track scanning pattern, similar to MODIS, with 16 M-band detec-119
tors per scan. VIIRS incorporates several design features (Wolfe et al., 2013) to reduce120
the nadir-to-scan edge pixel distortion and overlap which is an issue for MODIS, com-121
monly referred to as the ‘bow-tie’ effect (Wolfe et al., 2012). Essentially, with MODIS,122
as the detector scans across-track pixels become broader and elongated, and pixels from123
consecutive scans overlap, which has consequences for retrieval characteristics as a func-124
tion of scan angle, and can affect aggregated statistics (Sayer et al., 2015a). With VIIRS,125
the native pixel size is actually smaller than the nominal M-band size in the across-track126
direction. The scan is divided into three regions (in both directions). From nadir out to127
a scan angle of 31.72◦, three pixels are aggregated across-track; from 31.72◦-44.86◦ two128
pixels are aggregated, and from 44.86◦ to the edge of scan (56.28◦, corresponding to a view129
zenith angle around 75◦) no aggregation is performed. This limits across-track distortion130
at the end of each aggregation zone to a factor of two, compared to a factor of about 6131
without this oversampling and aggregation. Additionally, at the outer two aggregation132
zones, two and four pixels respectively are deleted from the edge of scan (so-called ‘bow-tie133
deletion’) to decrease the degree to which consecutive scans overlap.134
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S-NPP is in a Sun-synchronous orbit at an average altitude of 839 km; the daytime135
Equatorial local solar crossing time at center of swath is around 13:30 UTC (similar to136
Aqua, although they are on different orbital tracks). This orbit and the sensor character-137
istics means VIIRS has a swath width of 3,040 km (about 50 % broader than MODIS, and138
twice that of SeaWiFS’ Global Area Coverage mode), sufficient to remove gaps between139
consecutive orbits, meaning that the whole sunlight portion of the globe is viewed at least140
once per day, and often twice at mid- or high latitudes.141
VIIRS has similar on-board calibration capabilities to MODIS, and Level 1b (L1b;142
calibrated reflectance data) requirements are 2 % in reflectance (for a reference typical143
scene brightness) and 2.5 %-3 % (dependent on band) polarization sensitivity for solar144
bands. The NASA DB/SOAR data products use NASA L1b as a basis (as opposed145
to NOAA L1b; the two are slightly different) from the current NASA version 2 L1bs.146
Further, SOAR processing applies additional absolute calibration corrections from Sayer147
et al. [2017a], based on a cross-calibration of VIIRS against MODIS Aqua, which were also148
found to result in improvements to AOD validation statistics against AERONET. Note,149
however, that these corrections relate only to the absolute radiometric gain of the bands–150
the trending of the radiometric calibration since launch, monitored using the on-board151
solar diffuser stability monitor and periodic lunar observations, is well-characterized as152
part of the standard NASA L1b product (Xiong et al., 2016, Lei and Xiong , 2017).153
3. Adaptation of SOAR to VIIRS
3.1. Overview
The SOAR algorithm as applied to SeaWiFS was described in detail, and validated, by154
Sayer et al. [2012a]. The underlying principles of the application to VIIRS are the same,155
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although VIIRS offers several advantages compared to SeaWiFS (chiefly, improved spatial156
and spectral coverage). Thus, an overview of SOAR as applied to VIIRS in the version157
1 data set is provided here, summarized in Figure 1. The algorithm proceeds through158
several steps:159
1. First, suitable sensor pixels for the retrieval are identified. In this context, the term160
‘sensor pixel’ refers to the set of spectral VIIRS M-band top-of-atmosphere (TOA) L1b161
reflectance or brightness temperature measurements at nominal 750 m spatial resolution,162
for the same point on the Earths surface. Here the reflectance ρi for band i is defined163
as the TOA measured radiance L integrated across the sensor spectral response function164
Φi for that band, divided by the solar spectral irradiance E0 (corrected for Earth-sun165
distance) integrated across the band, i.e.166
ρi =
∫∞
0 L(λ)Φi(λ)dλ∫∞
0 E0(λ)Φi(λ)dλ
, (1)
where λ denotes wavelength. Note that some algorithms define reflectance different by a167
factor of pi/µ0 from this (where µ0 is the cosine of the solar zenith angle).168
2. An inversion procedure is used to estimate aerosol properties from the measured169
spectral reflectance; specifically, AOD at the reference wavelength of 550 nm (references170
to AOD not mentioning wavelength should be taken to mean 550 nm), and the fine-mode171
fractional contribution to AOD at 550 nm (FMF), under the assumption of a bimodal172
aerosol distribution. Note that the SeaWiFS application of SOAR reported fine-mode173
fraction of aerosol volume rather than of AOD; the change to FMF of AOD reflects both174
the fact that discussions with data users suggested that this parameter would be more175
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useful, and also an easier interface with radiative transfer codes. The AOD at 550 nm is176
considered the primary data product.177
3. These pixel-level retrievals are aggregated along- and across- track in groups of 8×8178
contiguous pixels (6×6 km horizontal pixel size), known as ‘cells’ or ‘retrieval pixels’ (as179
distinct from ‘sensor pixels’). Quality assurance (QA) tests are performed to estimate the180
confidence in these cell-aggregated values and assign each cell a QA value. These aggre-181
gated retrievals and associated diagnostic information, together with over-land retrievals182
from the DB algorithm, constitute the Level 2 (L2, orbit-level) data product.183
As well as these two main retrieval outputs, the AOD and FMF are used with the184
retrieved aerosol optical model to determine the the spectral AOD at each VIIRS band185
used, as well as the A˚ngstro¨m exponent (denoted AE or α). The AE is the negative of186
the gradient of AOD with respect to wavelength (both in log space), typically evaluated187
across a pair of wavelengths λ1, λ2 as188
α = −d log (τ(λ))
d log (λ)
≈ −
log
τλ1
τλ2
log λ1
λ2
. (2)
For the VIIRS application of SOAR, the AE is calculated over the wavelength range189
550-870 nm.190
Temporal gridded composites (e.g. daily, monthly) of L2 data at 1◦ are also created,191
and known as Level 3 (L3) products. L2 data are often most useful for investigation of192
individual case studies or when a high-resolution look at a scene is required, while L3193
data are often most useful for multisensor, or satellite-to-model, data comparisons and194
climatological studies.195
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In addition to the VIIRS data, SOAR makes use of ancillary fields of meteorologi-196
cal data from the NASA Goddard Earth Observing System Model, Version 5 (GEOS-197
5) Forward Processing for Instrument Teams (FP-IT) data stream, available from198
http://gmao.gsfc.nasa.gov/products. These are obtained at 3-hourly temporal and 0.5◦199
latitude/0.625◦ longitude resolution, and interpolated (linearly in space and time) to each200
VIIRS sensor pixel. The parameters used are the near-surface wind speed, total column201
ozone amount, and total column water vapor amount.202
3.2. Sensor pixel selection
SOAR is applied to all daytime (defined as solar zenith angle <84◦) sensor pixels de-203
termined to be over water (whether sea/oceanic or inland water) and not obstructed by204
clouds, snow, or ice, or strong Sun glint. The VIIRS internal land/sea mask is used to205
determine whether a pixel is classified as water or not. The presence or possibility of206
contamination by clouds, snow, or ice is determined by the following tests; pixels failing207
these tests are discarded. Bowtie-deletion pixels are treated as missing data for purposes208
of the tests below (e.g. not used for computation of spatial variability). Note that gaseous209
transmittance corrections are performed on the data at this stage, using the ingested210
meteorological data (more detail is provided by Sayer et al., 2017a).211
3.2.1. Cloud mask212
If a pixel fails any of the following tests, it is marked as cloudy and discarded. Thresholds213
have been determined empirically based on manual inspection of cloudy and clear scenes,214
although the principles behind these tests have a long heritage in aerosol remote sensing215
applications (e.g. Martins et al., 2002, Sayer et al., 2012a, Hsu et al., 2013).216
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1. Spatial variability. This test is based on the principle that clouds typically show217
small-scale heterogeneity to a greater extent than aerosols or the ocean surface. 3x3218
pixel moving windows (from which land pixels are excluded) are used to calculate the219
standard deviation of reflectance in bands M01 (412 nm) and M08 (1240 nm). If either220
are above a threshold value of 0.0025µ0 then the pixel is marked as cloudy. At latitudes221
poleward of 65◦ N the M08 threshold is strengthened to 0.001µ0, otherwise detection of222
low, homogeneous Arctic fog was found to be unreliable.223
2. High cloud test. This test is based on the principle that signals in band M09 (1375224
nm) over ocean are likely to originate from high altitudes (at which the presence of aerosols225
is unlikely), due to strong water absorption in this band in the lower troposphere. If the226
reflectance in band M09 is over 0.004µ0 then the pixel is marked as cloudy.227
3. Absolute brightness. This test is based on the principle that clouds are bright, while228
extreme brightness at blue wavelengths is unlikely for aerosols because aerosols likely to229
have a high AOD also tend to absorb light at blue wavelengths. Thus, if the reflectance230
in band M03 (488 nm) is over 0.11µ0 then the pixel is marked as cloudy.231
4. Cloud adjacency. This test is based on the principle that pixels near to clouds232
may contain undetected clouds or cloud fragments, or be subjected to other issues (e.g.233
3D effects; Va´rnai and Marshak , 2009) which are not captured by the radiative transfer234
model. A 3x3 pixel area centred on each pixel identified as cloudy (i.e. extending 1 pixel235
out in each direction along- and across- track) is discarded as potentially contaminated.236
Note that this test only checks for pixels flagged as cloudy by the above over-ocean checks,237
and is only applied to over-ocean pixels (i.e. does not influence, and is not influenced by,238
land pixels or bowtie-deletion pixels).239
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Additional post-retrieval quality checks (discussed later) are used to identify retrievals240
which may suffer from residual cloud contamination.241
3.2.2. Sun glint mask242
The Sun glint strength is estimated for each pixel using the ingested near-surface wind243
speed and the isotropic-wind model of Cox and Munk [1954a], 1954b. If the estimated244
glint reflectance is over 0.005 then the pixel is discarded, as uncertainties in the surface245
reflectance model (related to wind speed/direction) may overwhelm the aerosol signal.246
3.2.3. Turbid/shallow water mask and algorithm switch247
Pixels are also assessed to determine whether they are likely contaminated by turbid or248
shallow waters. These waters appear brighter in the midvisible than the assumed open-249
ocean (‘Case 1’) model (Morel and Prieur , 1977), and as a result lead to (normally posi-250
tive) biases in retrieved AOD if not identified and removed. However, shortwave infrared251
(swIR) wavelengths are affected negligibly in most cases. Thus, a two-part turbid/shallow252
water detection scheme is applied to each cloud-free sensor pixel.253
The first part is based on the algorithm of Li et al. [2003], which has been used widely254
for MODIS, SeaWiFS, and VIIRS measurements, and is robust to the presence of aerosols.255
Essentially, it performs a power-law fit of measured reflectance vs. wavelength in the blue256
and swIR bands; the presence of turbid or shallow water is diagnosed if the M04 (555 nm)257
TOA reflectance exceeds a positive threshold deviation (∆555) from this power law. Three258
regimes are identified in the present application:259
1. ∆555 < 0.015µ0/pi: No turbid or shallow water is detected, and the retrieval is260
performed using the seven VIIRS bands centered near 488, 555, 672, 865, 1240, 1610, and261
2250 nm. This is known as the ‘full’ retrieval.262
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2. 0.015µ0/pi < ∆555 < 0.1µ0/pi: Moderate turbid or shallow water is detected. In this263
case only the nIR and three swIR bands (865, 1240, 1610, and 2250 nm) are used in a264
‘backup’ retrieval, although the algorithm otherwise proceeds normally. Note that this265
differs from previous applications of this type of mask, which tend to simply discard such266
contaminated pixels (e.g. Sayer et al., 2012a, Levy et al., 2013). A flag is provided in267
the L2 products to indicate whether the retrieval pixel value is taken from a sensor pixel268
which was identified as moderately turbid/shallow or not. Due to the lower information269
content, this four-band retrieval is expected to perform more poorly than the seven-band270
retrieval, although it does permit coverage where pixels would otherwise be discarded.271
Further evaluation will guide usage recommendations for pixels so affected.272
3. ∆555 > 0.1µ0/pi: Severe turbid/shallow water is detected. In this case there can be273
some residual surface contaminant contributing a non-negligible signal in the nIR/swIR274
bands, and so the pixel is flagged as unsuitable for processing.275
The second part of the detection scheme is to filter out areas of permanent shallow or276
turbid water using ancillary data sets, in case of occasional failure of the above spectral277
test. Pixels are defined as shallow water if the depth from the Elevation and Topography278
at 1 arc minute (ETOPO1) bathymetry data set (Amante and Eakins , 2009) is less than279
20 m. At this depth at a wavelength of 550 nm, for pure water with a white (albedo280
equal to 1) sea bottom being viewed from directly above, approximately 85 % of the281
light penetrating the sea surface would be absorbed (slightly less for shorter wavelengths,282
significantly more for nIR/swIR wavelengths; Sayer et al., 2010a). For real seawater with283
absorbing impurities and a non-white sea floor, the fraction of light absorbed would be284
higher and thus any light reflected off the sea bottom and reaching the satellite can be285
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considered negligible for water of this depth or greater. Note ETOPO1 provides elevation286
or bathymetry relative to sea level, so inland waters in elevated locations may register as287
shallow even if deeper than 20 m in some cases.288
To define permanently turbid water, a gap-filled climatology (one value for each of the 12289
calendar months at 0.1◦ resolution, cf. Sayer et al., 2017a) of SeaWiFS-derived chlorophyll290
(Chl) concentration (Hu et al., 2012) is used. Pixels with climatological Chl>3 mg m−3291
are denoted permanently turbid.292
If the test on ∆555 indicates clear water but either the bathymetry or Chl tests are failed,293
the retrieval also proceeds with the 4-band backup retrieval. These threshold values are294
all somewhat subjective, although reasonable based on manual examination of scenes295
and physical intuition, and small variations do not significantly affect the classifications296
determined by these tests.297
3.2.4. Example of pixel suitability tests298
An example of pixel classification from these tests is given in Figure 2. Note that299
the slightly jagged appearance of the Sun glint exclusion zone is due to the sensor scan300
pattern which results in small discontinuities in view azimuth angle, and so glint strength,301
between adjacent (16-pixel) scans. Note also that, for this example, no pixels fall into the302
‘too turbid/shallow’ category.303
3.3. Pixel-level retrieval
Lookup tables (LUTs) of TOA reflectance for a variety of atmospheric and surface304
conditions are required to transform between measurement space (reflectance) and state305
space (AOD, FMF), as accurate radiative transfer calculations are currently too slow306
to perform on the fly. These LUTs are generated using the Vector Linearized Discrete307
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Ordinates (VLIDORT) radiative transfer model (Spurr , 2006). VLIDORT is a vector308
radiative transfer code, able to handle nonspherical aerosol models, pseudospherical at-309
mospheres, and a bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) description of310
surface reflectance. The LUTs are generated for each of 22 solar zenith, 20 view (sensor)311
zenith, and 21 relative azimuth angles, spaced regularly, six wind speeds (1, 3, 6, 9, 12,312
and 15 ms−1), and four values of Chl (0.01, 0.1, 1, 10 mg m−3).313
3.3.1. Aerosol optical models314
LUTs are generated for each of four distinct aerosol models, with AOD/FMF node315
points (dictating state space bounds) given in Table 2. Ranges were based on physically-316
reasonable values, with node points to ensure that linear interpolation between them317
results in <1 % error in most cases compared to exact state calculations (i.e. smaller than318
calibration uncertainty). All models consist of bimodal lognormal distributions (with319
smaller and larger modes referred to as ‘fine’ and ‘coarse’ respectively). For an individual320
(fine or coarse) aerosol mode, the particle volume concentration V (r) is calculated as321
follows, where r denotes particle radius, Cv the total particle volume (proportional to322
aerosol mass and AOD, for a given size), rv the modal volume radius, and σ the geometric323
standard deviation:324
d V (r)
d ln(r)
=
Cv√
2piσ
e
−
1
2
(
ln(r)− ln(rv)
σ
)2
(3)
Values of the parameters rv, σ for each model are provided within the references given325
in Table 2. The ‘maritime’ model is designed to represent background marine conditions,326
e.g. sea spray aerosol with limited influence from other types (O’Dowd and de Leeuw ,327
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2007). The ‘dust’ model represents aeolian dust, and ‘fine-dominated’ represents aerosols328
with a significant contribution from, for example, smoke or industrial emissions. Although329
smoke and industrial aerosols can have highly variable optical properties dependent on330
source and ageing effects (e.g. Wang and Martin, 2007, Sayer et al., 2014a), at present331
only a single model is used, as a follow-on from the SeaWiFS and AVHRR applications.332
Finally, a ‘mixed’ model uses the fine mode from the fine-dominated model, and the coarse333
mode from the dust model, to represent elevated-AOD cases where both fine and coarse334
aerosols contribute significantly to the aerosol burden (such as mixed smoke and dust as335
can be found in the Sahel, or near the edges of plumes where smoke or dust mix into the336
background). In future data versions the use of additional or alternative optical models337
will be examined. Aerosol vertical profiles are assumed to be homogeneous layers from338
0-1 km (marine), 0-2 km (fine-dominant, mixed), or 1-3 km (dust), although the sensitivity339
of the bands used to aerosol vertical distribution within realistic ranges is in most cases340
minor (<3 % in reflectance).341
These optical models are essentially the same as in the SeaWiFS application of Sayer342
et al. [2012a], except that the spherical dust model has been replaced with a nonspherical343
one (also used for the coarse mode of the mixed aerosol model), which reduces AOD/FMF344
retrieval error by better accounting for the angular distribution of scattered reflectance345
(Mishchenko et al., 1997, Lee et al., 2012, 2017). A full description of this dust model346
and illustration of the effect of the sphericity assumption is provided by the companion347
paper, Lee et al. [2017]. Additionally, SeaWiFS covered the spectral range 412-865 nm; for348
VIIRS bands outside this range (M08, M10, M11) real and imaginary aerosol refractive349
indices have been decreased based on spectral dependency of refractive index from Hess350
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et al. [1998], as there are few measurements of aerosol optical properties across the whole351
VIIRS spectral range. The range of spectral dependence of AOD, single scattering albedo352
(SSA), and asymmetry parameter (ASY) covered by these models (for their minimum and353
maximum FMF node points, Table 2) are shown in Figure 3.354
Although aerosol type is a retrieved quantity via the best-fit optical model (see later,355
Section 3.4), it is important to emphasise that these model names are interpretive types356
(for ease of descriptiveness) only. The satellite and retrieval algorithm do not know and357
cannot make any direct judgement about the origin or specific chemical composition of358
an aerosol-laden air mass. Although it is an easy shorthand to refer to e.g. a ‘dust aerosol359
model’, when such a model is chosen as the retrieval solution it is more correct to say360
that the satellite measurements may be best fit with an optical model whose properties361
(size/shape distribution, spectral complex refractive index) are consistent with optical362
properties often associated with mineral dust aerosols, as opposed to saying definitively363
that the observation is one of a dust-laden air mass. The measurements are optical ones,364
and thus it is the optical outputs (i.e. AOD and its spectral dependence) which are most365
directly constrained by them.366
3.3.2. Improved surface reflectance model367
The ocean surface BRDF is an updated version of the treatment used by Sayer et al.368
[2012a] for SeaWiFS. In brief, the BRDF model draws on the widely-used method of369
Koepke [1984], and includes contributions from oceanic whitecaps, sun glint, and scatter-370
ing from within the water (‘underlight’, using the basic formalism of Austin, 1974). Both371
the whitecap and underlight terms have been updated since the SeaWiFS application,372
largely to extend the spectral range of applicability, and update older parametrisations373
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and coefficients with more recent data. Specific details of the updates are provided in374
Sayer et al. [2017a], and are omitted here for brevity.375
3.3.3. Minimization procedure376
The retrieval solution is found by comparing the difference between reflectance values377
stored in the LUTs and the TOA measurements (the ‘residuals’), and minimizing the sum378
of square residuals across all bands, to simultaneously determine the AOD and FMF most379
consistent with the measurements. The minimization is iterative, and the first guess is380
taken as the LUT node point with the minimum sum of square residuals. Minimization381
uses the method of Levenberg [1944] and Marquardt [1963] and is performed with AOD and382
FMF as free parameters, i.e. retrieval of two parameters from seven (or four, in the case of383
turbid/shallow water) measurements. LUTs are interpolated linearly in the minimization.384
Wind speeds out of bounds (<1 or >15 ms−1) are set to the minimum/maximum in the385
LUT, as appropriate. The Chl climatology interpolation similarly truncates out-of-bounds386
values; note the Chl dimension of the LUT is interpolated in log10(Chl) since underlight387
varies approximately linearly with the logarithm of Chl. In both cases, this truncation388
has a negligible influence on retrieval performance.389
The sum of square residuals at the solution is normalized by the number of degrees of390
freedom (i.e. five for the full open-water algorithm, or two for the backup turbid/shallow391
water algorithm). This is referred to hereafter as the χ2 statistic, sometimes also called392
retrieval cost, i.e.393
χ2 =
1
nm − nret
nm∑
i=1
(
ρLUT,i − ρm,i
σi
)2
(4)
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where nm indicates the number of bands used (seven or four), nret indicates the number394
of retrieved quantities (two), and ρLUT,i, ρm,i, and σi the modelled reflectance from the395
LUT, measured reflectance, and assumed uncertainty on band i respectively. A relative396
uncertainty of 4 % (bands M05, M07), 5 % (M03, M04, M08), 6 % (M10), or 7 % (M11)397
on the measurements is assumed (reflecting calibration and forward model uncertainty,398
including uncertainty in ancillary trace gas data), with a floor of 10−5 in reflectance units399
(to avoid numerical issues). Note the formulation of Equation 4 implicitly assumes that400
these uncertainties are uncorrelated spectrally. When the reduced 4-band nIR/swIR re-401
trieval is performed for pixels identified as turbid (Section 3.2.3), the uncertainty on band402
M07 (865 nm) is increased to 8 % to account for the possibility of a residual turbidity con-403
tribution in this band. These values may be refined in the future. If the measurements are404
consistent with the retrieved state given the assumed uncertainties in the measurements405
and forward model, then the retrieval should have a χ2 statistic around 1. More generally,406
the (non-normalized) sum of square residuals over an ensemble of retrievals should follow407
a χ2 distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the number of degrees of freedom in408
the retrieval.409
The minimization is performed for each of the candidate aerosol optical models in410
succession, which is in contrast to the SeaWiFS application, in which the AOD/FMF space411
was contained within a single LUT (with different aerosol optical properties in different412
sections of the LUT). This helps to avoid numerical instabilities near discontinuities, and413
allows for overlapping AOD/FMF combinations between different aerosol model LUTs.414
The MODIS Dark Target ocean and NOAA VIIRS ocean retrievals compute LUTs415
for the fine-mode and coarse-mode aerosol contributions to TOA reflectance separately,416
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and then weight these by FMF on the fly during their retrieval procedure, using the417
linear mixing approximation to compute the total reflectance (Tanre´ et al., 1997). That418
approach has the advantage of being computationally inexpensive, but the linear mixing419
approximation introduces systematic errors in the modelled reflectance when there is420
absorption in the atmospheric column, which leads to biases in retrievals (e.g. Abdou421
et al., 1997). In contrast, the radiative transfer in the SOAR LUTs combines both the422
fine-mode and coarse-mode aerosols self-consistently, increasing the computational cost,423
but avoiding the linear mixing approximation and the biases that introduces.424
3.4. Aggregation to Level 2 (cell) resolution and quality assurance
After each sensor pixel has been processed with each aerosol model, the sensor-pixel425
retrievals are aggregated to 8×8 sensor pixel (nominal 6×6 km) resolution, referred to as426
L2 ‘retrievals’ or ‘cells’. In principle, the data could be aggregated to a finer resolution427
than 8×8 sensor pixels, and this could be done in the future if there. For the initial version428
8×8 pixels was chosen as this corresponds to half a VIIRS M-band scan, and matches429
the NOAA product. Going to a finer resolution may improve the utility of the data for430
some applications, but risks an increase in error due to factors such as 3D effects, pixel431
or band misregistration, and susceptibility to radiometric or algorithm noise (e.g. Remer432
et al., 2013).433
For this aggregation, the cell median values from all processed pixels within the cell434
are reported, which decreases sensitivity to outliers (from e.g. undiagnosed cloud con-435
tamination). This is in contrast to the SeaWiFS application, for which cell means were436
calculated. This step is performed for each candidate aerosol model, and then the results437
for the model with the lowest χ2 are reported in the L2 product. In this way, an inter-438
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pretive aerosol type (Section 3.3.1) corresponding to this best-fit aerosol optical model is439
also provided. Note that there are no geographical constraints on aerosol model selection.440
A QA value is then assigned. If at least 20 % of the (non-bowtie-deleted) pixels in the441
8×8 cell had a retrieval performed, the value of χ2 is under 10, the AOD is less than442
4.95 (i.e. the retrieval does not hit the upper limit for the dust model, which could be443
indicative of cloud), and the AOD standard deviation within the cell is less than 0.5, then444
the cell is assigned QA=3 (referred to as ‘high quality’ or ‘high confidence’). Otherwise,445
the cell is deemed to be of low quality and assigned QA=1. The 20 % data volume446
test (largely related to proximity to clouds) tends to be the most common reason for447
assignment of QA=1, leading to about two thirds of pixels being assigned QA=1; most448
of the remainder result from the χ2 threshold. For the 4-band ‘turbid’ retrieval path, the449
data volume threshold is increased to 50 % as affected retrievals tend to be near coastlines,450
and a stricter threshold was found to be effective at removing pixels which could be on451
land/water boundaries (i.e. mixed surface cover) as well as those most likely to be affected452
by adjacency effects. With these thresholds, approximately 80 % of populated cells are453
assigned QA=3 globally. Small changes to these thresholds were found empirically to affect454
the data volume but not significantly affect the statistics of the population of retrievals,455
or the level of agreement with validation data.456
The QA flag range 1-3 is used for continuity with EOS-era heritage data products,457
although in this case it is a binary classification (1 or 3 corresponding to ‘bad’ and ‘good’458
respectively; no QA=2). This binary classification was adopted to reduce user confusion459
about which retrievals should be considered for scientific applications, and also because,460
after testing various ways that retrieval quality could be assessed during the development461
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of the data set, no significant intermediate cluster of retrievals which would merit being462
called QA=2 was identified.463
An example granule from September 01 2013 illustrating these two main direct retrieval464
outputs (AOD and FMF) after QA filtering is shown in Figure 4. This shows a ‘river of465
smoke’ flowing from southern Africa into the southern Indian Ocean, which is a common466
feature of the aerosol system in this part of the world around this time of year (e.g. Swap467
et al., 2003 and references therein). The contrast between this transported smoke plume468
and the background, more pristine, ocean is evident in both retrieved quantities.469
3.5. Algorithmic uncertainty discussion
As a result of the extensive development and application of the numerous DMSP and470
EOS-era sensors and AOD retrieval algorithms to which VIIRS and SOAR owe their her-471
itage, the various factors influencing retrieval performance and strengths and limitations472
of this type of sensor and algorithm are fairly well-understood (e.g. Tanre´ et al., 1996,473
Mishchenko et al., 1999, Zhang and Reid , 2006, Sayer et al., 2010a, 2012a, Levy et al.,474
2013). Some key summary information is provided here:475
• A calibration uncertainty of ∼ 3 % contributes an AOD uncertainty of order 0.01476
for low or moderate aerosol loading, if biases at different wavelengths are not strongly477
correlated spectrally. If biases are systematic across different wavelengths, AOD biases are478
larger, and become AOD-dependent, dependent on the magnitude and extent of spectral479
correlation. FMF and α become more strongly affected.480
• Ingesting wind speed data with a random error of 1-2 ms−1 leads to ∼ 0.01 AOD481
uncertainty outside Sun-glint regions. In strong Sun glint, wind errors of this magnitude482
can lead to over 100 % relative uncertainty in AOD in some cases, with strong spatial483
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correlation (i.e. systematic biases dependent on the sign of the wind speed error and pixel484
location relative to glint maximum) which is why pixels under strong glint are excluded.485
Uncertainties are on average smaller far from the edge of the glint exclusion zone, and486
larger close to it.487
• The uncertainty on the Chl climatology is unclear, but a ∼30 % uncertainty in Chl488
typical for an individual retrieval (Hu et al., 2012) should result in random errors of489
typically 0.01 in AOD. This is because many of the wavelengths used are affected only490
weakly by underlight under typical open-ocean conditions, and for bands M03 and M04491
(which are more strongly affected) underlight biases are similar in sign and opposite in492
magnitude so partially cancel out.493
• Uncertainty in aerosol optical model propagates to an AOD-dependent uncertainty494
in AOD; as VIIRS (like MODIS) has swIR bands which SeaWiFS lacked, this is likely to495
be of order 5-10 % in AOD (as opposed to 15 % for the previous applications to SeaWiFS496
and AVHRR). The chief contributing factors are the absolute values and spectral behavior497
of SSA and phase function. The previous SeaWiFS application (as well as the operational498
MODIS over-water AOD algorithm; Levy et al., 2013) assume spherical dust, which further499
increase uncertainties for retrievals in cases of dust particles, although that is addressed for500
this application to VIIRS and AVHRR through the use of nonspherical models (Lee et al.,501
2017). VIIRS performance is expected to be superior to that of SeaWiFS and AVHRR,502
because the swIR bands provide increased sensitivity to aerosol size, and so ability to503
distinguish between fine-dominated and coarse-dominated aerosol mixtures (e.g. Tanre´504
et al., 1996).505
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• Numerical artefacts resulting from e.g. LUT interpolation are in most cases small (1 %506
or less in reflectance), i.e. smaller than sensor calibration uncertainty, and thus contribute507
negligible additional retrieval uncertainty.508
• The L2 cell horizontal pixel size (6 km) is somewhat smaller than the typical scale509
of aerosol horizontal variability (Anderson et al., 2003), which should lead to negligible510
artificial smoothing of the horizontal aerosol distribution in most cases, especially since511
oceans are often far from strong aerosol point sources.512
As a result of the above factors, the total uncertainty (one standard deviation confi-513
dence interval) on retrieved AOD at 550 nm is anticipated to be of order 0.03+10 %. Some514
preliminary validation is provided later in this manuscript, although further studies will515
be required to provide a robust quantification and prognostic uncertainty model. The516
uncertainty on FMF and AE is harder to summarize as it is more situational and much517
more strongly dependent on the spectral behaviour of any sensor calibration bias. Experi-518
ence with similar sensors and algorithms (Kleidman et al., 2005, Sayer et al., 2012a, Levy519
et al., 2013, Schutgens et al., 2013) suggests a one standard deviation confidence interval520
of around 0.2 for FMF and 0.4 for AE (better in high-AOD conditions).521
4. Preliminary validation, self-consistency, and intercomparison analysis
4.1. Validation against ship-borne MAN observations
This section presents an initial validation of the VIIRS SOAR AOD against direct-522
Sun MAN observations (Smirnov et al., 2009, 2011). These ship-based AOD measure-523
ments provide an invaluable resource by providing validation data for AOD retrievals524
in both coastal areas as well as open oceans, which are otherwise unrepresented in the525
coastal/island AERONET data. An evaluation against coastal/island AERONET sites526
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will be presented in a follow-up study, along with a comparison of the data against other527
space-based AOD data sets. The purpose of the present analysis is to provide an indi-528
cation of the performance of the retrieval over a broad variety of aerosol conditions and529
geographic regions.530
MAN data are collected with hand-held Microtops II sun-photometers, which determine531
AOD with an accuracy of approximately 0.02 (Knobelspiesse et al., 2004). In this analysis,532
the ‘series average’ (data acquired with a gap of <2 minutes between observations) Level533
2.0 MAN product (cloud-screened and quality-assured; (Smirnov et al., 2009) is used. The534
validation protocol is as in Sayer et al. [2012a]. The MAN AOD data are first converted535
to 550 nm using the closest available MAN wavelength (typically 500 nm) and the MAN536
A˚ngstro¨m exponent; this interpolation adds negligible additional uncertainty. The median537
of VIIRS retrievals within a circle of 25 km radius around the ship location at the time538
of the MAN measurement series is used, to help mitigate the effects of variability in539
the underlying aerosol field, although sampling and homogeneity issues cannot be solved540
entirely using this methodology (e.g. Hyer et al., 2011, Kahn et al., 2011).541
This protocol yields 836 direct-Sun comparisons; many of these are in the tropical At-542
lantic and Mediterranean, due to frequent cruises within this region. The locations are543
shown in Figure 5, and the aerosol optical model chosen by the SOAR algorithm (illus-544
trated in this figure) is qualitatively as expected from prior knowledge about regionally-545
dominant aerosol types. Again, it is important to emphasise that these aerosol optical546
model names are human-assigned interpretive ‘types’, based on the assumed dominant547
aerosol sources of the sites from which AERONET inversion data (i.e. aerosol size/shape548
distribution, spectral complex refractive index) were used to define these models. The549
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retrieval does not inherently know and cannot directly assess the chemical composition of550
aerosols sensed. For most type-dependent aerosol analyses, therefore, it is more informa-551
tive to assess the retrieved quantities more closely-tied to the optical constraints of the552
satellite measurements, i.e. AOD, FMF, and AE. It is also important to note that since553
the number of matchups in any given ocean basin is limited, and they may not cover all554
seasons, this map should not be taken as a representative map of frequency of occurrence555
of any particular aerosol type.556
Results of the comparison and summary statistics are shown in Figure 6. For AOD,557
the correlation coefficient is very high (0.97), although this is driven in part by the small558
number of MAN points with an AOD around 2.3, which correspond to dust-laden scenes in559
the tropical Atlantic. Spearman’s rank correlation, which is less sensitive to extrema like560
these, is 0.94, confirming that these outliers don’t distort the apparent level of agreement561
very strongly. The median bias is small and positive (0.013), very close to that found by562
Sayer et al. [2017a] for low-AOD scenes at coastal/island AERONET sites using a slightly563
older algorithm version. Overall, 71.1 % of points match the MAN AOD to within the564
aforementioned confidence envelope ±(0.03+10 %). Expected error (EE) envelopes of this565
type are intended to provide a one-standard deviation confidence interval on the AOD566
data sets, i.e. approximately 68.4 % of points should fall within this expected uncertainty,567
95 % within twice it, following Gaussian statistics. Thus this comparison suggests that the568
VIIRS data set meets this target, although this is only a preliminary validation exercise.569
Figure 7 shows the error characteristics as a function of MAN AOD, split into eight570
equally-populated bins (and reported at the bin-median MAN AOD); this indicates that571
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the data appear approximately compliant with this EE metric across the range of AOD572
sampled.573
A future comprehensive evaluation against AERONET sites will be performed to quan-574
tify the level of retrieval error more robustly, examine the contextual (i.e. geometric and575
AOD/aerosol type-dependence) of these errors, and develop retrieval-level uncertainty es-576
timates in the same way as has been done for MODIS Deep Blue data products (Sayer577
et al., 2013, 2014b, 2015b). An advantage of AERONET over MAN for the quantification578
of EE and retrieval biases is the larger data volume and repeat observations at a single579
location, plus a lower AOD uncertainty (∼ 0.01 for AERONET compared to ∼ 0.02 for580
MAN; e.g. Eck et al., 1999), the downside being that AERONET samples islands/coasts581
rather than the open ocean. Nevertheless, the results of this MAN comparison suggest582
that the uncertainty of this new data set is already comparable to EOS-era records from583
SeaWiFS and MODIS (e.g. Sayer et al., 2012a, 2012c, Levy et al., 2013).584
The retrieved AE (Figure 6b) is also well-correlated (R=0.70) with MAN, and shows585
little bias (-0.05) and an RMS error of 0.40. This is somewhat improved upon SeaWiFS586
performance (Sayer et al., 2012a), due to a combination of the additional swIR spectral587
bands on VIIRS and the incorporation of a spheroidal (as opposed to spherical) particle588
dust optical model. The difference in wavelength range for the AE calculation (500-870 nm589
for MAN, 550-870 nm for SOAR) should introduce minimal additional disagreement. Fig-590
ure 7b shows that the AE appears to have small bias across the whole range of AOD591
sampled, while the error decreases from around 0.5 in the lowest-AOD cases to around592
0.25 when the AOD is 0.3 or higher. Again, further evaluation is required to quantify593
performance more robustly.594
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The MODIS C6 ocean AE has not yet been validated thoroughly, but the errors in595
the SOAR VIIRS data are in line with analyses of C5 MODIS data (Schutgens et al.,596
2013), and the SOAR VIIRS bias appears to be smaller. A preliminary validation of the597
MODIS C6 AE (Levy et al., 2013) suggested an EE for that parameter of around 0.45598
and similar performance for C5 and C6; hence, the SOAR VIIRS AE data set is also599
performing similarly to, or perhaps better, than the MODIS products. This comparison600
also highlights the fact that the choice of aerosol optical model seems fairly robust (i.e.601
the dust model is selected predominantly when the MAN AE is lower, and the fine-602
dominated model when the MAN AE is higher). It should be noted that, particularly as603
AOD decreases, the uncertainty on AE estimated from sun-photometers can be significant,604
since it is the gradient between two (often small) numbers (Wagner and Silva, 2008). As605
a result the AE comparison in low-AOD conditions cannot be considered as strongly a606
validation as the AERONET/MAN data can no longer be considered a ground truth.607
AERONET and MAN also apply a spectral deconvolution algorithm (SDA) to the608
direct-Sun AOD, which makes assumptions about the spectral dependence of fine- and609
coarse-mode aerosol extinction to estimate the relative fine- and coarse- mode contribu-610
tions to total AOD at a wavelength of 500 nm (O’Neill et al., 2001, 2003, 2006). The611
uncertainty on FMF estimated by this method is variable (dependent on AOD and the612
true microphysical aerosol properties) but of order 0.1 (O’Neill et al., 2001), so this can-613
not be considered a validation to the same extent as the direct-Sun AOD comparison.614
The SDA FMF is compared to the FMF from the SOAR algorithm in Figure 8; the data615
volume is smaller than that of Figure 6 because of additional quality checks which are616
part of the SDA processing (to remove cases where the assumptions made in the SDA617
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may not be valid). Note that the MAN FMF has been converted from 500 to 550 nm to618
match the SOAR data, using the fine-mode and total AOD and AE within the MAN SDA619
product. This interpolation adds negligible additional uncertainty.620
The comparison reveals a high level of agreement between the two data sets, with621
essentially no bias and an RMS error of 0.184. The RMS error decreases to 0.161 if only622
those points where MAN AOD is at least 0.2 is considered (a little under half of the623
points), which is as expected since the sensitivity to aerosol size increases as the AOD624
increases. Note that this AOD-filtering removes the bulk of points where the ‘maritime’625
model is chosen by the retrieval, which is expected, because the typical AOD in unpolluted626
maritime conditions is somewhat lower than 0.2 (e.g. Smirnov et al., 2009). The MODIS627
C6 ocean FMF has not been evaluated, although an analysis of a previous MODIS data628
version by Kleidman et al. [2005] indicated MODIS had a lower dynamic range of FMF629
compared to SDA data, and a slightly weaker correlation (0.73 when filtered for data with630
AOD>0.1, compared with 0.72 for all points here, and 0.87 for AOD>0.2). It therefore631
seems likely that SOAR applied to VIIRS is performing with similar or better quality632
than MODIS products, which is consistent with the AOD/AE analysis. Figure 9 shows633
a gradual decrease in FMF error with increasing AOD, from around 0.3 in low-AOD634
conditions to 0.15 when AOD is approximately 0.1 or more, again fairly consistent with635
the AE analysis.636
Extending the SDA comparison to a deeper level, Figure 10 compares the fine-mode637
and coarse-mode AODs estimated using this technique with those from VIIRS. Given the638
aforementioned typical level of uncertainty on SDA FMF of order 0.1, this Figure includes639
an estimate of the MAN fine/coarse mode AOD uncertainty of 10 % of the total AOD640
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at 550 nm (or the calibration uncertainty of 0.02, whichever is larger). Overall, 67 % of641
fine-mode AOD and 52 % of coarse-mode AOD points match within the calculated MAN642
uncertainty. The SOAR-derived uncertainty on fine/coarse-mode AOD is likely to be643
similar to or larger than these MAN uncertainties, although as part of the purpose of this644
comparison is to assess this, and to avoid overloading the figure, there is no attempt to645
show it on Figure 10. The coarse-mode AOD statistics are very similar to those for total646
AOD (Figure 6), probably because most points are either open-ocean or dust-dominated,647
in which cases the majority of the aerosol extinction is likely to be from coarse-mode648
particles. The correlation for fine-mode AOD is lower (0.67); the lower correlation is due649
in part to the smaller dynamic range for the fine-mode data. A few outliers where VIIRS650
retrieves significantly lower fine-mode AOD than the MAN SDA product estimate also651
contribute to this. Examining these cases individually reveals these to mainly be from652
dust storms; the ∼0.1 uncertainty in MAN FMF for these high-AOD cases contributes653
a comparatively large uncertainty in fine-mode AOD. Interestingly, the median bias in654
fine-mode AOD (0.005) is around a third of that in coarse-mode AOD (0.016), suggesting655
that the positive bias in total AOD (0.013, Figure 6, although note the different sample656
size) may be mainly dominated by too much extinction from the coarse mode. Examining657
spectral AOD, Sayer et al. [2017a] found larger bias in VIIRS data at swIR wavelengths658
than in the midvisible, also consistent with the possibility that the coarse mode aerosol659
extinction is too large.660
A larger-scale comparison against AERONET will be performed in the future to provide661
more robust statistics. In addition to the analysis here, preliminary validation against662
AERONET has been performed at predominantly low-AOD locations by Sayer et al.663
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[2017a], and over select dust-dominated sites by Lee et al. [2017], in analyses of sensor664
calibration and the importance of aerosol particle shape assumptions for mineral dust665
optical models respectively.666
4.2. East-West swath-side comparison
With a swath width of 3,040 km there is overlap between consecutive VIIRS daytime667
orbits, even at Equatorial latitudes. This enables self-consistency checks by comparing668
data from the western side of the swaths with data collected on the following orbit,669
approximately 100 minutes later, from the eastern side of the swath. The two sides670
observe at different geometries, leading to different relative strengths of surface, aerosol,671
and Rayleigh signals. This analysis has been performed using data from the years 2014-672
2015; AOD and AE retrievals passing QA checks were separated according to whether673
they were to the East or West of the sub-satellite point, and then gridded to 1◦ horizontal674
resolution on a daily basis, requiring at least 10 retrievals on a grid cell in a given day to675
be considered valid, to decrease sampling-related differences which can be non-negligible676
(e.g. Sayer et al., 2010b). This resulted in around 2.6 million grid cells with data from677
eastern and western orbit halves on the same day. Due to the shape of the Earth and678
the S-NPP orbit, comparatively more of the overlapping data comes from mid- and high-679
latitudes (where the fraction of overlap between consecutive orbits’ swaths is higher) than680
the tropics.681
Figure 11 presents a scatter density histogram of the collated AOD data. As this is on682
a logarithmic scale, the small number of extreme outliers appear prominent then they are683
in absolute terms in the data. Examination of several cases reveals that these are mostly684
due to residual sampling differences, as in the time between consecutive orbits aerosol and685
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cloud features move. A map of the average AOD and AE, and their difference, from both686
sides of the swath is shown in Figure 12. The overall spatial patterns are similar between687
the two halves, and in line with expected patterns based on other data sets (e.g. Levy et al.688
[2013]). Note that the gap in coverage in the equatorial Pacific are due to the interplay of689
the orbital repeat cycle with the international date line meaning that consecutive orbits690
are often from different dates, so not directly compared using this approach.691
For AOD, the high correlation (0.926) and low RMS (0.044) on the daily data illustrate692
a high degree of correspondence (i.e. the level of East/West self-consistency is similar to693
the level of consistency with MAN; the statistics are not quite directly comparable due to694
sampling differences). The global median offset is -0.012. Over most of the open ocean,695
the AOD on the eastern side of the swath is slightly lower than the western; in the Arctic696
ocean and some dust outflow regions, the converse is true. Conversely, the eastern AE is697
often larger than the western AE, although there are patches where it tends to be slightly698
smaller. On global average, the correlation between gridded AE data from the two halves699
of the swath is 0.86, the median (east-west) offset 0.003 (i.e. negligible difference) and700
RMS 0.25. For the gridded data, for those cells with data the magnitude of the AOD701
differences is smaller than 0.02 in 77 % of cases and smaller than 0.04 in 98 % of cases.702
For AE, the proportions are 85 % of cases within 0.1 and 98 % within 0.2. The larger703
negative AOD differences tend to be in tropical aerosol outflow regions associated with704
mixed aerosol types, such as African dust/smoke, the northern Indian Ocean, and coastal705
eastern Asia; these differences fall within the range 0.02-0.06, and tend to correspond to706
the regions where eastern AE is smaller than western AE.707
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In a sense these differences can be considered similar to the minimum which would be708
expected from a comparison of any two non-simultaneous data sets, in that the sensor709
and algorithm are the same, the only differences being the solar/view geometry and ∼100710
minute differences in observation time. Quantifying individual contributions to the dif-711
ference is difficult to do with confidence. They are likely due to a combination of sensor712
calibration and radiative transfer limitations (in e.g. atmospheric or surface modelling).713
An additional factor might be differential sensitivity to cirrus clouds at the different view-714
ing geometries, which may lead to different cloud masking or biases in the tropics in715
particular (e.g. Huang et al., 2013). The scatter between the two will also reflect real716
changes in the aerosol (due to motion, emission, deposition, or ageing), although these717
are expected to be small and on average unbiased due to the fairly short time difference718
between consecutive orbits. Changes in cloud populations (e.g. in rapidly-changing open-719
celled stratocumulus) may also affect real or retrieved aerosol behaviour. However, as720
the differences illustrated here are somewhat smaller than retrieval uncertainty, and this721
comparison (by necessity) is only able to examine the most extreme viewing geometries,722
it appears that the data are sufficiently self-consistent for most applications.723
4.3. Comparison with NOAA VIIRS AOD
As noted previously, NOAA also perform AOD retrievals from S-NPP measurements724
(Jackson et al., 2013). This section provides a brief comparison between NOAA and725
SOAR AOD over ocean. NOAA retrievals are also at nominal 6×6 km2, although granule726
size is different; thus, this comparison uses NOAA’s daily gridded AOD product, which727
reports mean AOD at 550 nm 0.25◦ resolution on a daily basis. For this purpose, SOAR728
retrievals for 2014-2015 have been averaged to the same grid and a comparison made using729
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those grid cells on a daily basis where both NOAA and SOAR products have at least 3730
valid retrievals contributing to the average AOD within the 0.25◦ grid cell. Note that731
NOAA do not provide other gridded products like FMF or AE so no comparison of those732
is made here.733
Mapped comparison statistics are shown in Figure 13. At least 30 days of data are734
required for a grid cell to be valid, in order to increase the robustness of the statistics.735
On the whole, the two appear very similar: for the vast majority of grid cells, the median736
offset between the two is smaller than 0.01 and the RMS difference in the range 0.015-737
0.045, with typical coefficients of determination greater than 0.5. This level of agreement738
is strong given the expected level of uncertainty on the AOD retrievals, i.e. ±(0.03+10 %)739
for SOAR, and probably arises since the two data sets are using many of the same source740
measurements and have some commonalities in algorithm (so they are not entirely inde-741
pendent).742
Larger differences are found in two main regions. The first is dust outflow from North743
Africa and the Arabian Peninsula, where SOAR AOD is lower. This is consistent with744
the fact that the NOAA algorithm does not include nonspherical dust aerosol models745
(Jackson et al., 2013), which results in characteristic overestimates of AOD and AE in746
these cases (e.g. Huang et al., 2016, Lee et al., 2017). In contrast, although more evaluation747
is required, SOAR does not appear to suffer from this (cf. Figure 6 and Lee et al., 2017).748
It is therefore likely that SOAR data are more reliable in these situations. SOAR AOD749
tends to be higher than NOAA retrievals in turbid/shallow waters such as central African750
lakes and the Yellow and Bohai sees near China. This is likely to be related to SOAR751
using the backup 4-band retrieval in these cases due to the turbidity; the NOAA algorithm752
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attempts no retrievals in pixels it deems sufficiently turbid, which may cause sampling753
differences in these grid cells. It is not clear from this comparison whether SOAR or the754
NOAA data set provide more accurate results in these areas, although as R2 remains high755
and the RMS difference fairly low, it is possible that these differences (of order 0.03-0.05)756
are largely an offset rather than a significantly different representation of the seasonal757
cycle.758
Validation of the NOAA product indicates an average over-water bias in AOD of order759
0.025 (Huang et al., 2016), approximately 0.01 more positive than the SOAR-MAN com-760
parison. Additionally, Huang et al. [2016] report somewhat larger errors in AE (bias of761
0.12 and total uncertainty 0.57, after filtering to remove points where AOD<0.15) than762
found for SOAR (Figure 7). However, Huang et al. [2016] did not provide a breakdown of763
site-specific results, and the AERONET comparison by nature focuses on coastal and is-764
land regions while MAN is more weighted towards the open ocean (although does include765
some coastal data, dependent on cruise tracks). Thus the two sets of metrics may not be766
directly comparable if the error characteristics of the data are not the same in open vs.767
coastal waters. Future evaluation of SOAR will assess the performance of the ‘full’ and768
‘backup’ retrieval algorithms separately.769
5. Perspective and next steps
The bulk of the effort in the first version of the VIIRS Deep Blue data set has focused770
in adapting the over-land Deep Blue algorithms (Hsu et al., 2013) and over-water SOAR771
algorithm (Sayer et al., 2012a) from MODIS, SeaWiFS, and AVHRR to VIIRS. As the772
sensors have similar (but not identical) spectral and spatial characteristics the same tech-773
niques for AOD retrieval have been found to be effective, although sometimes specific774
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aspects require alterations. The VIIRS sensor offers some improvements over SeaWiFS in775
particular, in regard to spatial resolution, swath width, and spectral range. The over-ocean776
AOD products have benefited from EOS-era experience, as well as new improvements to777
the algorithm (e.g. non-spherical dust aerosol models, and use of cell median rather than778
mean AOD to reduce susceptibility to small amounts of cloud contamination within the779
L2 data). The result of this effort is a new NASA VIIRS AOD product with quality780
comparable to or better than EOS-era products generated from MODIS, SeaWiFS, and781
AVHRR (Sayer et al., 2012a, 2017b, Levy et al., 2013). This study has introduced the782
over-water portion of version 1 of this new data set and provided an initial evaluation; due783
to space concerns, the analysis is necessarily limited in scope and additional validation784
and inter-sensor comparisons (against AERONET coastal/island sites, and other satellite785
products) will be performed in the future.786
Looking forward, there are several enhancements which will be tested for future VIIRS787
Deep Blue data releases, many of which could be applied to future MODIS/SeaWiFS788
data reprocessings as well. For example, L3 data could be generated at additional reso-789
lutions, or the feasibility of changing the L2 data aggregation resolution could be inves-790
tigated. Further improvements will expand the range of aerosol optical models available,791
to include properties typical of smoke from different global source regions (Sayer et al.,792
2014a), as well as other aerosols such as volcanic ash. The ability of sensors like VIIRS793
to distinguish between aerosols of different compositions is limited, but SOAR could be794
enhanced by the inclusion of shorter-wavelength channels (e.g. 412 and 443 nm, common795
to SeaWiFS, MODIS, and VIIRS), where differential strength of absorption by different796
aerosol types can help. However, shorter wavelengths become increasingly more sensitive797
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to aerosol vertical distribution and so some additional constraints on that, for example798
based on Winker et al. [2013], would be required; ocean color variations also have a more799
pronounced effect in these bands. Thermal infrared measurements could also be useful800
for this, although are missing from SeaWiFS, and the thermal signature of aerosols is801
generally negligible except for mineral dust and volcanic ash under normal circumstances802
(because most aerosols have small infrared extinction and are located close to the surface,803
limiting thermal contrast).804
As noted earlier, these aerosol optical model names are human-assigned interpretive805
‘types’, and should not be taken as definitive statements of aerosol chemical composition806
or source origin. The directly-retrieved and derived quantities (e.g. AOD, FMF, AE) may807
be more informative in terms of aiding judgement of likely contributing aerosol sources to808
a particular scene. However, expanding the suite of optical models will allow the retrieval809
to explore a richer subset of parameter space (i.e. particle size/shape and refractive index)810
and so potentially decrease the uncertainty on these retrieved quantities.811
Other targets include the generation of additional LUTs with lower surface pressures,812
to more accurately model reflectance for elevated inland lakes. Although a small effect813
on a global scale, this may increase the utility of the data for certain regional studies.814
Another step is to further develop and apply techniques using VIIRS band M09 (near815
1.38µm) to identify and correct for optically thin cirrus clouds; Lee et al. [2013] illustrate816
this methodology for MODIS retrievals over ocean, which can decrease AOD error from817
undetected cirrus clouds, as well as increase data coverage in regions of frequent cirrus818
occurrence such as the global tropics (as pixels can be corrected rather than discarded).819
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The continual evaluation of the data against resources such as AERONET and MAN,820
as well as field campaign data, will be performed to more robustly quantify retrieval821
errors and contextual biases (e.g. Zhang and Reid , 2006), and build a prognostic AOD822
error model as has been done for MODIS Deep Blue data (Sayer et al., 2013, 2015b).823
When the reliability of AOD, AE, and the aerosol optical model selection has been more824
broadly established then the range of data products derived from them could be extended825
to provide additional information of interest (e.g. spectral fine/coarse partition of AOD;826
spectral SSA), with appropriate caveats.827
Although future improvements have been identified, this study has illustrated the adap-828
tation and improvement of SOAR from SeaWiFS to VIIRS measurements. The data from829
this SOAR VIIRS version 1 data set are of similar quality of EOS-era products, suitable830
for quantitative use in scientific studies, demonstrating the fidelity of S-NPP VIIRS for831
continuing and enhancing the DMSP and EOS-era data records.832
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Figure 1. Chart summarizing SOAR algorithm flow, as applied in the NASA VIIRS
‘Deep Blue’ version 1 data set.
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(a) VIIRS true color image, 04:40 UTC Jan 08 2016
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Figure 2. Example (a) true-color image and (b) SOAR pixel classification map.
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Figure 3. Properties of aerosol optical models used in the SOAR VIIRS version 1
algorithm. Panel (a) shows the relationship between FMF and AE, and (b-d) show the
range of spectral dependence of AOD, SSA, and ASY respectively for each aerosol model:
dust in orange; fine-dominated in brown; maritime in blue; mixed in grey. Properties for
lowest and highest FMF are shown with solid and dotted lines respectively.
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(a) S-NPP VIIRS, 11:12 UTC Sep 01 2013
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(c) Fine mode AOD fraction
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Figure 4. Example retrieval results at L2 resolution. Panels show (a) a true-color
image, as well as retrieved (b) AOD at 550 nm and (c) FMF. L2 cells without QA=3
retrievals are shaded in grey.
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Figure 5. Locations of VIIRS/MAN matchups. Points where the majority of VIIRS
retrievals averaged in the matchup selected the dust model are shown in orange, fine-
dominated in brown, maritime in blue, and mixed in dark grey.
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Figure 6. Scatter plots comparing VIIRS and MAN (a) AOD at 550 nm and (b) AE.
Comparison statistics are given in each panel. The shaded grey region on the AOD plot
indicates ±(0.03+10 %). Points where the majority of VIIRS retrievals selected the dust
model are shown in orange, fine-dominated in brown, maritime in blue, and mixed in dark
grey.
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Figure 7. Retrieval error characteristics as a function of MAN AOD at 550 nm for (a)
AOD and (b) AE. Red symbols and lines denote bin median and central 68 % range of
data respectively. The RMSE for the data in each bin is shown in blue. In panel (a), The
dashed lines indicate ±(0.03+10 %).
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(a) Fine mode AOD fraction, all points
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(b) Fine mode AOD fraction, AOD>0.2
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Figure 8. Scatter plots comparing VIIRS and MAN FMF at 550 nm. (a) shows the
comparison for all points, and (b) for only those points where the MAN AOD is at least
0.2. Points where the majority of VIIRS retrievals selected the dust model are shown in
orange, fine-dominated in brown, maritime in blue, and mixed in dark grey.
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Figure 9. As Figure 7, except for FMF.
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(a) 550 nm AOD, fine mode
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(b) 550 nm AOD, coarse mode
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Figure 10. Scatter plots comparing VIIRS and MAN (a) fine and (b) coarse-mode
AOD at 550 nm. Comparison statistics are given in each panel. Horizontal bars provide
an estimated uncertainty on the MAN data, as discussed in the text. Points where the
majority of VIIRS retrievals selected the dust model are shown in orange, fine-dominated
in brown, maritime in blue, and mixed in dark grey.
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Figure 11. Scatter density histogram of matched daily 1◦ AOD from eastern and western
swath edges during the years 2014-2015. R indicates Pearson’s correlation coefficient, the
offset is the median east-west AOD, RMS the root-mean-square difference, and n the
number of points. Note points with AOD>2 are truncated along the axes, but exact
values were used for the computation of all statistics.
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Figure 12. Comparisons between (top) AOD and (bottom) AE retrieved on the eastern
(a, d) and western (b,e) edges (see text) of the VIIRS swath, and (c, f) their difference.
Data shown are a composite for the years 2014-2015. Grid cells with fewer than 5 valid
days contributing are shaded in grey.
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(a) SOAR mean matched AOD
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Figure 13. Comparison between SOAR and NOAA AOD from S-NPP VIIRS for
2014-2015. Panels show (a) the mean SOAR AOD for matched days, (b) the coefficient
of determination between SOAR and NOAA data, (c) the median SOAR-NOAA offset,
and (d) the RMS difference between daily AOD fields for each grid cell. Grid cells with
fewer than 30 valid days contributing are shaded in grey.
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Table 1. VIIRS moderate-resolution (M) band central wavelengths, and centers of similar
MODIS/SeaWiFS bands. Bands marked with a * can saturate at radiances corresponding to
land/cloudy scenes, so are not commonly used for atmospheric applications.
VIIRS name VIIRS, µm SeaWiFS, µm MODIS, µm
M01 0.412 0.413 0.412
M02 0.445 0.444 0.442
M03 0.488 0.491 0.466, 0.488*
M04 0.555 0.555 0.554
M05 0.672 0.668 0.645, 0.666*
M06 0.746* 0.765 0.747*
M07 0.865 0.866 0.867
M08 1.240 - 1.242
M09 1.378 - 1.370
M10 1.61 - 1.64
M11 2.25 - 2.13
M12 3.7 - 3.75
M13 4.05 - 4.05
M14 8.55 - 8.55
M15 10.76 - 11.03
M16 12.01 - 12.02
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